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INTRODUCTION

The core SNEAK 6D to which this report is devoted belongs to the SNEAK-6 assem

blies which have been built at the Karlsruhe research center between February 1970 and

September 1970. The aim of this arrangement was to study a central core zone of 17 %
enrichment in plutonium fissile isotopes, a value which is close to the central zone en

richment of the SNR and the PHENIX projects.

In the SNEAK 6D core the central zone which was to be studied was built with the

MASURCA rodl~ts. This assembly completed the French program devoted to the study of

PHENIX zones : this program includes the R1 and R2 uranium cores built in MASURCA, and

the plutonium cores Z2 built in MASURCA and 21 built in SNEAK.

The MASURCA fuel which is made of an alloy U-Pu-Fe is quite different from the

PU02-U02 platelets previously used for the central zone in the SNEAK 6A and 6B cores.

This should permit a comparison between two media with almost the same enrichment in

fissile isotopes,but with different cell-geometry (see ref. [1J).

The experimental program for this core was prepared and realized by physicists

of both German and French teams and the analysis of the results was performed simultane

ously at Cadarache and at Karlsruhe.
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I. - DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSEMBLY SNEAK 6D

1.1. Core media

The SNEAK 6D core (see fig. 1/2) contains three cylindrical zones :

-- the central zone (Z1M) loaded with the Z1-MASURCA cells. The Z1-MASURCA cell

whose description is given in fig. 3 contains three rodlets of the U-Pu-Fe al

loy and one rodlet of depleted uranäum with twelve rodlets of diluent (ferrit

and sodium). The U-Pu-Fe and the depleted uranium rodlets are eylindrieal with a

diameter of 12,7 mm. The diluent rodlets have a square section (12.7 x 12.7 mm).

The fuel enrichment in fissile isotopes is 17 %. The MASURCA plutonium contains

8.4 %of Pu-240;

a buffer zone (Z1A), containing Z1A SNEAK cells whose homogeneous composition is

quite close to the Z1M-composition. The SNEAK-cell, described in more detail in

ref. [1J, is built with SNEAKplatelets according to fig. 3.

The fuel enrichment in fissile isotopes is 15.5 %. The SNEAK-plutonium contains

7.7 %of Pu-240;

a driver zone, loaded with R1-cells (see ref. [1J) which contains uranium whose

mean enrichment is 22 % (see fig. 3).

1.2. Realization of the core

The Z1-MASURCA zone was built free of control rods. The fuel rodlets used were 60

and 30 cm long except in one of the four central tubes where they were 45 cm long for

the foil measurements (see section V.1). The cladding of the rodlets is 0.2 mm thiek ex

cept at the top and the bottom where the thickness of the cap is 2 mm for the short rod

lets and 4 mm for the long rodlets.

In the SNEAK zones neither the Z1- nor the R1-SNEAK elements contained an inte

ger number of cells. To fit the core height exaetly one had put at the upper and

lower ends of each element rest-cells whose composition was elose to the compo

sition of the normal cells and whose thickness was chosen to fit the core height.

Those rest-cells are described in more detail in ref. [1J.

The cells located in the midplane of the core along the N.S. diameter of the re

actor were modified to permit the installation of the radial channel for the

measurements.

In the R1 - and Z1-SNEAK zones some element positions were oecupied by control
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rods which werefilled with uranium platelets in the core region. In the critica

lity calculations the presence of control rods is taken into account by calcula

ting for each zone including such rods mean concentrations (see tab. 1 / 2 :

keff concentrations)which correspond to the homogeneisation of each zone inclu

ding the control rods.

The MASURCA-zone consisted of 96 elements. The buffer zone Z1-SNEAK surrounding the

central zone contained 160 elements. The R1 zone contained 11J elements.

The axial breeder blanket covering the MASURCA-zone was loaded with Na and U02 

MASURCA rodlets. In the Z1-SNEAK zone the axial blanket consisted of Na and U02 plate

lets, and in the R1-zone of Al and U02 (b e cauae of lack of Na platelets). The radial b.Ian

ket was loaded with depleted uranium. The atom densities of the blankets are given in

Table 2.

The geometrical characteristics of the clean critical core are the following ones

Zone Z1-MAS. Z1-SNEAK R1,..SNEAK Radial Axial
blanket blanket

R cm 30.07 49.1 58.95 92.12 -
H 91.45 89.4 89.4 150.00 thickness:

cm 40.65

The fuel inventory in the core was approximatelv :

Pu-MASURCA (Z1 M) 126 kg

Pu-SNEAK ( Z1 A) 217 kg

W 3 5 (Total core) 259 kg

U2 3 8 (Total core) 2 632 kg.
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11. - CRITICALITY

The criticality of the clean critical core has been evaluated with the cross-sec

tion sets MOXTOT and NAP (26 groups) at Karlsruhe and with the CADARACHE set (25 groups)

on the French side. The principle of the evaluation is to calculate the k e f f of the as

sembly in two-dimensional cylindrical geometry with the multigroup diffusion approxima

tion and then to take into account the corrections corresponding to heterogeneity,trans

port and cylinderisation.

For the German sets the elastic scattering cross-sections have been improved by

weighting them with the actual spectrum of the core under consideration (REMO-correction : see

ref. [2]).

In the French set the improvment of the elastic scattering cross-sections is per

formed systematically, with the use of a 600 group weighting spectrum calculated for

every core determination of the 25 group cross-sections. The geometry of the core is

given in Fig. 1. The corr€ctions were calculated in one dimensional geometry (except the

cylinderisation correction) with energy - and composition dependent bucklings at Karls

ruhe, with non energy dependent buckling at Cadarache. The results of the criticality

calculations are the following :

MOXTOT NAP CADARACHE

keif (Homog. 2D) 0·9866 0.9696 0·99172

REMO 0.0037 0.0085 -

Heterogeneity 0.0091 0.0098 0.00561

Transport (s8) 0.0046 0.0046* 0.00592

Cylinderisation -0.0025 -0.0025* -0.00165

Final value 1.0015 0.9900 1.00160

Estimated error of 0.00064 0.00064 0.00064the keff calculation

Experimental value 1.00014 ± 0.00004

* These values have been taken over from the MOXTOT-set.

The uncertainty of the final value of keff calculated with the French set was es-

timated according to the usual method used in Cadarache and it was assumed that this un-

certainty wOuld be of the same magnitude for the MOXTOT and NAP sets. It is mainly due

to the approximations made to perform the various corrections.
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Taking into account this uncertainty for each final calculated value one can see

that the MOXTOT as weIl as the CADARACHEsets overestimate slightly the k e f f value while

the NAP set underestimates it strongly.

The final values obtained with the MOXTOT and the CADARACHE sets are in a good

agreement,but this agreement is partly due to compensating discrepancies :

The heterogeneity estimate done at Karlsruhe is much higher than the effect

calculated at Cadarache. This may be due to the fact that while the cross-sec

tions corresponding to the heterogeneous media were evaluated by the same pro

cess at both places, the homogeneous media wer-e not defined in the same way.At

Karlsruhe the homogeneous cross-sections used in the heterogeneity correction

(so called "quasi-homogeneous" cross-sections) were evaluated by Cl. cell calcula

tion in which all the dimensions were decreased by a factor of 1OS, while the

homogeneous cross-sections used in the ~wo-dimensionalkeff calculation were

calculated straightforward from the averaged atom densities. At Cadarache in

every case the homogeneous cross-sections were evaluated directly from the ave

raged atomic densities.

Anyway,· the strong heterogeneity is due to the structure of the MASURCA-cell

built with metal rodlets. Let us say for comparison that the heterogeneity ef

f'e ct of SNEAK 6B (see ref. [1J) built with oxyde platelets is negative and close

to 0.001 in Keff.

The cylinderisation-effect evaluated at Karlsruhe for this core is also higher

than the one obtained at Cadarache, and higher than the previous effects evalu

ated on the 6A, 6B cores (see ref. [1J).This discrepancy is under investigation.

The transport effect which was calculated with the same procedure (s8) by both

groups differs by 25 %between Cadaracheand Karlsruhe. It should be mentionned

that this discrepancy is of the same order of magnitude for the three cores 6A,

6B, 6D and is probably the consequenceof the different assumptions made on

each s i de ,
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111. - PROTON RECOIL SPECTRA MEASUREMENTS

111.1. Experimental configurations

The measurements were performed in the center of the core in position 17 / 20

(see Fig. 2). The experimental configurations ofthe core used either by the Karlsruhe

team or by the Cadarache team are the following :

1. The clean critical core with all shim rods out (B4C inthe core) and all safety rods

dropped (B4C in). The corresponding keff is close to 0.95. In this configura

tion measurements were made by both laboratories.

2. The clean critical core with all safety and shim rods located in the Z1-SNEAK

zone occupying their normal position (fuel inserted) and all shim rods of the

R1-zone out. In this case the steady state of the reactor is at keff ~ 0.98.

The measurements in this configuration were only performed by Cadarache. The

highest possible flux was reached which provided a counting rate of about

10 000 cp/s above 10 KeV.

In the following configurations the measurements were only performed by the

G.F .K. team :

3. The "small core" corresponding to the clean critical configuration diminished

by 105 edge elements with all the shim rods at their normal position (fuel in

serted) and none of the safety rods dropped.

4. The small core preceedingly defined with 9 shim rods out of the core (B4C in)

and no safety rod dropped.

III.2.Counter characteristics

The following tables give the characteristics of the counters which were used by

the G.F.K. and by the Cadarache team :

G.F.K. counters

Active volume
Nr. Geometry diameter length Filling Energy range

(ern)

1 cylindrical 3·5 9.4 3 atm CH4 400-1 400 KeV

2 spherical 3-94 I, atm tr 4 c;r,-~ 600 KeV-r ""2 I../V-

3 spherical 3.94 2 atm ~ 10- 400 KeV
with y-n-
discr~mination

1+ spher-i.c a'L 3·91t 1 atm ~ 50-250 KeV
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Cadarache counters

Nr.
Diameter Length

Filling Energy
Best

mm mm
range

resolution

1 22 75
1 atme ~ -CH4 10 - 200 KeV 4 %(80%-20%)

2 22 75
4 atme ~ -CH4 150 - 500 KeV 6 %(80%-20%)

3 22 75 4 atme CH4 300 -1500 KeV 10 %

Fig. 4 shows the arrangement of each type of counter-German and French - in the

SNEAK tube. The detailed descriptions of the electronic apparatus are given in ref. [3J

and [4J. In every case a Y-n discrimination is used.

111.3· Measured and calculated spectra

For each configuration the evaluation of the measured proton spectrum was perfor

med by unfolding the spectrum with calculatedresponse matrices. The contribution of

high energy neutrons (above 1.4 MeV) was deduced from a calculated spectrum. Before un

folding, the proton spectrum is smoothed at the expense of some per cent in the energy

resolution. A more detailed description of the treatment of the rough experimental re

sults is available in ref. [3J and [4J.

111.3.1. G.F.K. results

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the results of the spectrum measurements in the smaller

cores (configurations 3 and 4) together with the corresponding 208-group calculated spe~

tra. The precision of measured points is better than ± 10 %.

For this comparison pairs of neighbouring groups in the calculated spectra were

combined to one to get an energy resolution comparable with that of the measurements.

Calculation and experiment both show a slight hardening of the spectrum when the shim

rods are inserted into the small core. In Table 3 the results of different calculations

and measurements have been summarized after integration over the ABN-groups. For each of

the configuration 1, 3 and 4 the calculations were normalized to the experimental inte

gral value between 100 KeV and 1.4 MeV, since one assumes the error on the measured

spectra to increase from 10 % to approximatively 15 % below 100 KeV. The 208-group cal

culationsagree weIl with the measurements while the 26-group calculations performed

with the MOXTOT set (see Table 3) show a strong discrepancy with the measurement in the

region of the oxygen resonance at 430 KeV in spite of the fact that a REMO-correction

was applied to the calculations.
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111.3.2. CADARACHE results

a/ Measurements done in configuration 2.

The measurements performed in that configuration are particularly interesting, since

they were performed at keff ~ 0.98, ·i.e. not very far from the critical state,

and since the influence of the boron rods inside the R1-zone of the reactor is of

small importance for the spectrum in the center. The results are shown in Fig. 7 af

ter wall effect corrections are been applied. These corrections are made assuming

that the spectrum is known above 1.4 MeV (see ref. [4J ).

Two kinds of comparison can be made, one concerning the fine structure, the other

tne macrogroup spectrum.

The fine structure comparison, which above a few KeV is particularly influenced by

slowing down effects, is done with a 208 group calculation (G.F.K. calculation). As

stated above, group resolution and counter resolution are similar in this case. The

agreement here is fairly good.

For a survey over the total neutron population a macrogroup comparison is more con

venient. For this macrogroup comparison a 25 group calculation is used which is the

result of the condensation of a 600 group spectrum as usual with the CADARACHE set.

The 25 group calculation is performed with the diffusion approximation on the homo

geneous medium, since one assumes the homogeneous spectrum represents rather weIl

the measured one. Measurement and calculation are normalized over the range 15 to

1 350 KeV.

The discrepancies(Experiment-va~culation)/Calculationfor that range are shown on

Fig. 8. They could be partly explained by the way in which the slowing down was cal

culated at Cadarache at the time the measurements were performed.

b/ Measurements done in configuration 1.

Some difficulties with the Y-n discrimination system in this measurements led to ex

perimental results which were meaningful only above 60 KeV. A comparison between the

measurements in this configuration and at keff ~ 0.98 gives the following results

(both measurements were normalized to the signal of a D.C. chamber located outside

the c ore ) :

Energy
1 350 - 820 820- 498 49$ - 302 302 - 183 183 - 111 111 - 67·4(KeV)

0 config. 2
1.21 1.12 1.12 1.07 1.14 1.12

rjJ config. 1

The experimental error is about ± 3 %per group. Considering this,the shapes of the

two spectra both normalized between 67.4 and 1 350 KeV agree fairly weIl except for

ehe high energy group.
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111.4. Comparison between G.F.K. and CADARACHE measured spectra

In order to get a comparison over the broadest possible energy range we compared

the spectrum of configuration 3 (G.F.K.-measurements) with the spectrum of configuration

2 (CADARACHE-measurements). In doing so we have to apply small corrections taking into

account the slight modification of the spectrum with varying core size. In comparing the

fine structure spectra this correction was not made.

The fine spectra do not show systematic discrepancies but a differen~ein resolu

tion which may arise from the counters or from the smoothing of the proton spectra be

fore differentiation. This is particularly true in the 28 KeV iron resonance region

(see Fig. 9). An important result is that the general slope between 1.35 MeV and 15 KeV

agrees within 6 %.

For the macTogroup comparison the lethargy-width Au was chosen as 0.5. In this

case the spectrometer resolution is cf small importance. The G.F.K. measurements done in

configuration 3 were corrected for the smaller core size. Table 4 summarizes the results.

As the assumed error bars are about 3 %per group, except in the lowest energy group

where they are close to 10 %, the results agree except for the groups 11 and 12. But if

we compare the sum of these two groups the difference is only 4 %. This is due tü the

fact that the iron resonance is near the boundary of these groups and that thereforethe

resolution affects in this case the neutron distribution between them.
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IV. - REAGTION RATE TRAVERSES

The axial and radial fission rate distributions were measured in SNEAK in order to

get information on the quality of the traverse calculations in the core and the axial

blanket and by Ba determination on the quality of the cell calculations and the cross-m
section sets used. Furthermore they should give some information on the blanket charac-

teristics (reflector savings).

IV.1. Measurements performed

For measuring the axial and radial fission rate distributions fission chambers

with a diameter of 8 mm and an active length of 20 mm were used. Their deposits were res

pectively made of U 235, U 238, Np 237 and Pu 239.

The measurements were performed axially in the element 17/20 (see fig. 2) where a

channel was constructed by replacing the FeZ03 rodlets between the four Na rodlets by a

guiding tube. Radially the measurements were done along the N-S diameter of the reactor

in the core midplane in a channel shifted by half an element to the West.

In each position of the chamber 60 000 impulses were counted twice in order to get

a statistical error less than 3 %0. By means of a pilot-rod which was located at the

core-radial blanket boundary the power was kept constant manually.

Fluctuations which still appeared were eliminated by using two monitors which

were working as D.G. chambers.

Axially the fission rates were measured each centimeter.

Radially in each tube of the Z1-MASURGA zone the fission rates were measured at

the following nine positions

(mm)

..
54.4 mm

In the tubes of the Z1-SNEAK zone the fission rates were measured in five posi-

tions

15 10 4.4 10
II II II *

54.4 mm

15
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The positions of the chambers were accurate to 0.1 mm , In each case the fission

rates were registered on line.

The measured fission rates are plotted on the fig. 10 to 17 where one cau see also

the polynomials which were adjusted on the experimental distributions. Axially one cau

see (Fig. 11 and 13) that there is a local perturbation in the distributions of the

U 238 and Np 237 fission rates. This perturbation is due to the caps of the rodlets (to

tal thickness : 6 mm). Radially one can see the fine structure of the Z1-MASURCA cell

which is emphasized by the fission chambers with threshold characteristics (see Fig. 15

and 17).

IV.2. G.F.K. calculations

In the axial as weIl as in the radial measurements the immediate vicinity of the

chambers contained practically only structural material. So the heterogeneity model shown

in Fig. 18 looses its validity and the assumption was made that the measurements should

be best represented by simple two dimensional homogeneous diffusion calculations. Fig.19,

20 and 21 show the measured and calculated results for the normalized axial fission rate

traverses per atom of U 235, U 238 and Pu 239, It turns out that thc resultG of theGe

calculations performed with 26 groups in (r, z) Gcomctry using the MOXTOT set agree

well with the measured rates in spite of the fact that k e f f was not strictly equal to 1

in the rate calculations. The same is true for the radial fission rate travcrGc of U 2j8

shown in Fig. 22 though the simple diffusion calculation iG of course not able to repre

sent the fine structure due to the cells.

IV.3. Experimental buckling evaluation

The experimental value of the material buckling of thc Z1 MASURCA zone haG been

deduced from the fission rate traverses according to the method used at CADARACHE (sec

r-e f , [5J).

One must mention two particular points :

Axially the polynomial adjustement was made with a polynomial of the following

form:

The expansion was limited to the degree 6 because of the loss of points in the

U 238 and Np 237 traverses due to the local perturbation of the caps.

-- Radially the fine structure which appears in the Np 237 and U 238 fission rate

traverses has been smoothed observing that this fine structure had exactly the

periodicity of the MASURCA-cell and that the radial distribution could be assu

med to be of the form :

T(r) = f(r) [1 + g(r)J

where f(r) is the macroscopic distribution to which the polynomial expansionis
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adjusted and ger) is a periodic function, representing the fine structure, eva

luated numerically.

The calculated traverses used for the regression (see ref. [5] for more details)

were evaluated with the following approximations:

diffusion, two dimensional (r,z) calculations with cross-sections taking into

account the heterogeneity of the core cells (see Fig. 18 for the model used to

describe the Z1-MASURCA cell);

the detector material is assumed to be infinitely dilute.

The experimental results are then :

Axial component of Bm2

Radial component of Bm2

O! 2.444 m- i

50! 0.13.10-2

O!

.r = 5.974 m-2

ß 3·003 m- i

~ 0.56.10-2
ß
ß2 = 9,018 m-2

Material Buckling Brrf

In the following table the experimental value is compared to the values found by

cell calculation using the MOXTOT-set and the CADARACHE-set. The cell calculation was

performed with ZERA code at Karlsruhe (see ref. [6J) and the HETAIRE code at Cadarache

(see reL [7J).

E - CHET
Bm2 (m..2 ) HOMOG. HETEROG.

CHET

G.F.K.calculat. 14.429* 15·137 - 0·9 %

CADARACHE calculat. 15.07 15.47 - 3,1 %

EXPERIMENT 14.99 :t- 0,12

* This value corresponds to the quasi-homogeneous
section defined in chapter 11.

One can notice that the G.F.K. heterogeneous calculation agrees quite weIl with

the experimental value for this core. The discrepancy between the CADARACHE heterogene

ous value and the experimental result is of the same order of magnitude as in the

other coresof the same range (R1 - R2 - Z2).

The heterogeneous bucklings calculated at Cadarache and Karlsruhe differ by 2.1 %
arid this discrepancy is the sum of two effects :
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a/ an effect due to the different sets used in Karlsruhe and Cadarache;

b/ a slight difference between the geometrical models used in cell-calculations

performed in both places as it can be seen from Fig. 18.

In fact the second effect is negligible : calculations performed in Cadarache show

that the difference between the two cell-models affects

0.4 %.
the calculated Bnr only by

The main discrepancy, coming from the sets themselves may be attributed for one

part to the different evaluation of the difference production-absorption term

and for another part to the different evaluation of the diffusion coefficient D. This

is summarized in the following table, where L+, UL+ ' L~, D are flux weighted energy

averaged values.

One can see from that table that the main discrepancy is due to the uLf - I: a term

(3 %).

Bm2
L+

D I:+= 15 = ULf - I:a

cm-2 cm cm-1

HETERO 15.137.10-4 1.7504 26.50. 10-4

(1 )

G.F.K.
HOMO 14.429.10-4 1.7162 2L,. 763 .10-4

CALCULATIONS
(2)

(1) - (2)
5 % 2 % 7 %( 2)

HETERO 15.47.10-4 1.7654 2'7 •.313.10-4
(3)

CADARACHE
HOMO 15.07.10-4 1.7414 26.183.10-4

CALCULATION (4 )

(3) - (4) 2.8 % 1.4 % 4.2 %(4)

CAD. - G F K ( 3) - (1 )
+2.2 % +0.8 % 3 %CAD (3)

IV.4. Reflector savings

From the axial component cf of the material buckling, one can deduce the reflect

savings of the blanket by the weIl know relation

TI
CI ==

where h is the core height and Sz the reflector savings.
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This has been done systematically at Cadarache on the R1, R2, Z2 coresbuilt in

MASURCA.

The experimental and the calculated va.Lues for the reflector savings Sz of the U02 

Na axial blanket covering the Z1-MASURCA zone are :

EXPER.
CADARACHE E - C

CALCUL. -C-

O! cm-1 0.02444 0.02466 - 0.9 %
+ 0.00003

Sz cm 18.5 :!: 0.1 18.49 0.4 %

E - CThe discrepancy ---C-- obtains here is of the same order of magnitude than the

previous ones observed on the other R-Z cores.

IV.5. Axial power distribution

Fig. 23 shown the axial power distribution as evaluated from the experimental tra

verses or from the calculated ones (at Karlsruhe and Cadarache). Each power traverse was

normalized to unity in the center of the core. For the evaluation of the experimental

power traverse the rough experimental values of the spectral indices have been used (see

section 5.1).

In the G.F.K. calculations, calculated values of homogeneous spectral indices were

used while in the Cadarache calculations the rough experimental values were taken.

From Fig. 23 one can see that there is a good agreement between calculated and ex

perimental results in the core region.

In the blanket one can notice that there is a good agreement between the G.F.K.

and CADARACHE calculated power traverses andthe experimental one. This is partly due to

the good agreement between the calculation and the measurement of the U 238 traverse

(see Fig. 20 for the G.F.K. U 238 traverse).

At the interface between core and blanket the power values are

EXPERIMENT
G.F.K. CADARACHE E-C E-C

calculation calculation c-
G.F.K.

""C
CADARACHE

Core boundary 0.47 0.476 0.479 -1·3 % -1.9 %

Blanket boundary 0.072 0.0716 0.0692 +0.6 % +4 %

The discrepancies between experimental and Cadarache calculated values of the po

wer at the interface are of the same order of magnitude as the ones observed in others

cores of the same kind (built in SNEAK or in MASURCA). These discrepancies are due only

to the model (diffusion-approximation) used for the traverse calculations since the s~~e
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spectral indices have been used in both experimental and calculated power traverses.

In the G.F.K. evaluation, the discrepancies between calculated and measured indi

ces ~~d the discrepancies due to the model applied to the traverse calculation may com

pensate each other.
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V. - SPECTRAL INDICES AT THE CORE CENTER

The purpose of these measurements is to c ompare the experimental values of C}f8 / C}rs '

C}c8 / C}rs' C}f9 / C}f5 corresponding to the fundamental mode to the values evaluated by a

cell-calculation either with the German sets, MOXTOT and NAPPMB, or with the CADARACHE

set.

V.1. Experimental results

a/ Fission indices

Absolute values of the fission rates were deduced from reaction rate measurements

made successively with the CADARACHE fission chambers and with the SNEAK flat fis

sion chambers. Each chamber had been calibrated separately at HARMONIE according to

a procedure developped at CADARACHE (see ref. [8J).

One had so the possibility to do an intercomparison between the two types of fission

chamber and to check the consistence of the measurements.

These chambers were located in the axial channel built at the place of the ferrit

rodlets in a position equivalent to the position S (see Fig. 24) of the element 17/20

(see Fig. 2). The values of the spectral indices deduced of the absolute measuremenm

are not directly comparable to the calculated ones in the cell-models of Fig. 18

mainly because of the perturbation due to the channel.

To make them comparable complementary foil measurements were made in positions 1, 2,

3 and 4 (see Fig. 24) in element 18/19 (see Fig. 2) and in a reference position (7)

in the channel of element 17/20. In the element 18/19 the 60 and 30 cm fuel rodlets

were replaced by 4S cm rodlets so that the foil measurements could be performed in

the core midplane.

The rates Rk(i) resulting from the foil measurements in position i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

were normalized to the reference measurement R
k

(7) for each isotope k. In this way

one can define the ratio R
k

which is given by

where Nk(i) is the atom density number of isotope k per cm length of each fuel rod

let. The final spectral index I k/S which is comparable to the calculated one will

then be :
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b/ Capture index 0c8/0f5

The capture index 0C8 /0fs was measured wi th respect to the value OI the same index

in the thermal column of HARMONIE.

-- one measured the ratio

The final value was obtained in two steps

< 0C8 r/J (Z1) >

< 0C8 r/Jth>

where r/J (Zl) is the flux at the position of the foil

and the flux in the thermal columll;

then one measured the ratio :
<0f S r/J (Zr»
< 0fs 0t h >

If one admits that the fission cross section 0fS and the capture cross section 0C8
are weIl known mthe thermal column, then one can get the value of the index 0cs/0p
in the Zl MASURCA zone from the ratio K1/F1 • Further details on this method are ßi

ven in ref. [9J.

Depleted U foils (0.43 % U 235) were used to measure <0cs ,r/J(Zl) >, <0cs ,r/Jth>

and < 0fs ' r/Jth > • Highly enriched foils (93 % U 235) were used to measure < 0fs ,4> rz, )».

The foils were disposed in the SNEAK tube 17/20 as it was described hereabove for

the fission index measurements.

Two experimental corrections must be applied to the preliminary roußh results to

take into account the following effects :

o 125

Rough valuesIndices

c 0f .
I

- -; , ....... /

8 S 0.02870f/0f 0.02911
9 S

0.98450f/0f 0·99

the steel thickness (0.1 mm) at the top and bottom of the 45 cm rodlets. (The

measurements for evaluating that effect were performed in MASURCA R2, see ref.

[10J).

the size of the detectors which are different in the Pu-rodlets (diameter 12.1

mm) and in the depleted U-rodlets (diameter 12.7 mm). All the results were

evaluated by taking 12.1 mm as the reference value;

The following table gives the rough experimental results after combination ofthe

values measured in the positions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 and the results after correcting for

the two effects mentioned above.
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In order to-~erive the fundamental mode values from the experimental data the following

corrections have been estimated by the usual methods used in Cadarache (see ref. [10J).

A curvature correction to get the rates corresponding to the center of the

core from the measured rates.

A correction which accounts for the presence of harmonics.

A correction for the dilution effects : to take into account the difference

between the dilutions of chamber and foils on one hand, and between the fuel

and the foils on the other hand.

It was found that the influence of the SNEAK tube on the measurements of the u238
fission rate is negligible. This is quite understandable as the distance between the

tube and the fuel rodlets is much shorter than the high energy free paths.

In the following table one can compare the final experimental values after all

corrections have been applied with the rough results :

Indices

a
f

ja...
s -"5

Rough results

0.125

0.0287

0·99

Final corrected
values

0.125

0.0293

Precision

:!: 1.2 %

::: 1.6 %

The precisions indicated above include the precision of measurements (and thermal

calibration for af9 and a cs) as we LL as the estimated uncertainties of the calculated

corrections.

V.2. Comparison between calculated and measured results

The cell calculations were performed with the ZERA code (see ref. [6J) in

Karlsruhe using the MOXTOT and NAPPMB sets according to the cell model shown in Fig. 18.

At Cadarache the same type of calculation was performed with the HETAIRE code (see ref.

[7J) using the CADARACHE set and the ceII model also shown in Fig. 18. A comparison bet

ween the final corrected experimental indices and the calculated ones is given in the

following table :
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Final Calc. MOXTOT MOXTOT Calc.NAPPMB NAPPMB Calc. SETR
corrected E - C E - C

CADARACHE
E - CIndices experimental C -C- C -C- C -C-

I values

I E
I

°Cs/ors I 0.125 0.1265 - 1.2 % 0.1454 -14.0 % 0.1251 -0.1 %

o ° 0.0293 0.02582 +13.5 % 0.02798 + 4.7 % 0.0275 +6.5 %fS/ fS

° ° 0.983 0.9020 + 9.0 % 0.9531 + 3.1 % 0.975 +0.8 %f9/ fS

One can see that the MOXTOT set, evaluated more recently than the NAPPMB set at

Karlsruhe, brings only an improvement for the ratioocs/ofswith respect to the NAPPMB set.

The ratios °fs/ofs a nd °f9/ofS are underestimated by the MOXTOT and NAPPMB set but the dis

crepancy is particularly large for the MOXTOT set. This tendency has already been obser

ved at other cores like SNEAK-6A/6B (see ref. [1J). The CADARACHE set gives results in

good agreement with the measurements forocS/ofS and one observes an underestimation of about

6 % for the ratioofs/ofS. This discrepancy is similar to the one observed in the previous

cores MASURCA-R2,Z2 (see ref. [10J).
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VI. -SODIUM VOID

VI. 1 • Experiments performed

The sodium void effect was measured in the central zone of SNEAK-6D for increasing

heights~ step by step, beginning at the center:

1. in the four central elements;

2. in the sixteen central elements.

The heights of the voided zones were successively 10.2 , 50.8 , 71.1 , 91.45 (cm)

The corresponding meaaur-ed reactivi ties are given in the tables of the following

section VI.2.

VI.2. G.F.K. calculations

All sodium void calculations were performed using twodimensional, first order per-

turbation theory in (r,z) geometry and heterogeneity corrected MOXTOT cross-sections

in the 26 group diffusion approximation. In the following tables one can compare the

calculated G.F.K. values with the experimental ones :

a/ 4 central elements voided, ßeff 0.00397

Up to a height Experiment Icalculation Calculation
H (cm) cents cents Experiment

I
10.2 I +0·94

I
+1.03 1.10

I

20.0 / I +1·90 /

50.8 +2·97 +2·95 0·99

71.1 +1.84 +1.63 0.89

91.45 (total height) -1.18 -1.24 1.05



b/ 16 central elements voided, ßef f
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0.00397

Up to a height Experiment Caleulation
Caleulation

H (ern) >t >t Experiment

10.2 +3.41 +3.79 1.11

20.0 / +7.02 /

50.8 +12.03 +10.61 0.88

71.1 +7.05 +5.23 0.74

91.45 (total height) / -6.11 /

The experimental accuracy is here and for all the other reactivity measurements

near critical (see chapter VIII) about ~ 5 % of the absolute reactivity va.Lue , This is

mainly due to the uncertainty in the calibration of the shim rods, to temperature drifts

and to the geometrical reproducibility.

In the case of the sodium voids corresponding to the four eentral elements it is

interesting to notice that the calculated aud measured values of the reactivity agree

within about 10 %, even in the case of the total height where a change of sign occurs in

the reactivity effect. Fig. 25 shows the measured reaetivity changes in 6D caused by voi

ding the four central elements up to a height H. The figure shows also corresponding cal

culational results for the core 6D using quasihomogeneous (see chapter II) and heteroge

neity corrected cross-sections. It is interesting to see that ealculation and experiment

agree only if heterogeneity corrected eross-sections are used. Because of the few points

which were used to sketch the curves of Fig. 25,the curves are supposed to give only a

qualitative impression of the sodium void reactivity behaviour.

For the voided zones corresponding to sixteen elements one eau observe that the

agreement between calculation and experiment becomes worse as the voided zone becomes

larger, at least as long as the sodium void effect is positive. Since the fluxec near

the center of the core are varying only slightly with respect to the radial direction

the void effect with 16 elements should be about afactor of 4 larger than that with 4

elements. Actually one gets :

I Ir
Height H (ern) 4 x Void Void

Ir/I

in 4 central in 16 central
Elements (cents) Elements( cents)

10.2 + 3.76 + 3.41 0·90

50.8 +11.88 +12.03 1.01

71.1 + 7·36 + 7·05 0·95

VI.3. Cadarache calculations

The sodium void-effect was calculated according to two methods
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a/ The reference method which has been used up to now at Cadarache. A first perturbation

calculation is performed by varying the atom density of sodium in the zone under

study. The reference calculation has been done twodimensionally in the multigroup

diffusion approximation (12 groups). The cross-sections used are only corrected for

the influence of heterogeneity on the resonant selfshielding.

b/ A new method, similar to the G.F.K. procedure, is tested at present. It uses also

first order perturbation, however the cross-sections used take into account the com

plete heterogeneity of the undisturbed and disturbed (voided) media. Only the central

void was

25 groups.

obtained by this method, using a zerodimensional diffusion-approximation in

The results obtained for the larger central sodium void (16 elements, H

related to the experimental value are the following ones

With method a/ With method b/

I C
1.67 1.5"""E

10.2 cm)

Evaluating the sodium void for the four central elements the calculational and ex

perimental traverses were separetely normalized to one on the central value. All calcu

lations were only performed using method a/. The results are shown in the following ta

ble :

H (ern) 10.2 50.8 71.1 91.4

C
1.00 1.17 1·78 -1.96"""E

VI.4. Conclusions

The G.F.K. calculations are closer to the experimental results than those of Cada

rache. It may be mentioned that the overestimation of the central value observed at Ca

darache is higher than the one which is usually obtained on MASURCA cores (30 %).

The good prediction of the reactivity variation versus core height (in the case of

four elements) by the G.F.K. calculations must be emphasized. One should however notice

that the REMO correction, which is rather important in calculating a sodium void effect,

has not yet been included in the G.F.K. calculations presented here.

For the Cadarache evaluation of the axial traverse the calculations performed up

to now are not satisfactory. Method b/ - 2 dimensions, heterogeneity corrected cross

seetions and 25 groups - is just tested. A better evaluation is expected.
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VII. - AXIAL Y-HEATING TRAVERSE

Y-radiation produces Iluorescent centers in silver activated phosphorescent glas

ses. The density OI the Iluorescent centers is a quantity which is proportional to the

Y-radiation which was absorbed by the glasses. By excitation with UV-light the Iluores

cent radiation OI the centers is emitted and can be measured with a photomultiplier. The

connection between the Y-energy absorbed and the intensity of the fluorescent radiation

is established by means of Y-sources with known intensities. Using the weIl known ratio

of the average Y-absorption coeIficients of steeland glass the Y-heating in steel can

be calculated by measuring the intensity of the fluorescent radiation.

Beside of that the Y-radiation there is also a small contribution OI neutrons to

the generation OI fluorescent centers. For calculating the Y-heating the Iluorescent in

tensity has to be corrected for this contribution. To perform the correction the neutron

sensitivity of the glasses and the neutron flux in the position of the detector must be

known. The neutron-sensitivity was measured with fast neutrons, with an accuracy of aocut

40 %.

In SNEAK-6D the central, axial Y-heating traverse was measured. The glass-dosime

ters with the dimensions 8 x 8 x 4.7 mm were placed inside the element in position (17/

20) (see Fig. 2). They were irradiated over aperiod of SO minutes at a reactor power of

350 watt.

The neutron Iluxes at the different detector positions which were needed to cor

rect for the contribution of the neutrons were found by extrapolating the U 235 fission

rate, measured in the center of the element in position (13/14), by means oIcalculated

radial and axial traverses. To get an estimation of the neutron flux from the fission

rate a calculated neutron spectrum was used. The contribution of the neutrons to the to

tal effect is for the core about 3 % and for the blanket about 12 %. Therefore the uncer

tainty in the neutron sensitivity of 40 %affects the calculatedY-heating only by about

1.2 %and 4.8 %respectively. Fig. 26 shows the corrected ~-heating traverse. The total expe

rimental error is for the core region about 6 %and for the blanket about 12 %. The ratio of

~-heating over fission rate is approximately constant in the core as weIl as in the blanket

(see Fig. 27).
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VIII. - CONTROL ROD EXPERIMENTS

The experimental progrmn devoted to control rods was designed by the French

team and had the particular purpose to provide important additional information to the

systematic studies performed in the ~ and ~ cores built in MASURCA (see ref. [11J),

with respect to two points :

-- shut down reactivity analysis -

The first goal was to measure the relative values of various absorbers or

diluents for a given size of the rods under study, and of various sec

tions of the rods for a given absorber or diluent~ These control rod ex

periments included the study of rods whose section was close to the

PHENIX rod cross-section (140 crrf). Another goal was to get the absolute

values of the shut down reactivities independently of the ße f f value.

-- power distribution -

One wanted to measure the power distribution perturbation due to the rods.

The G.F.K. team could derive from these experiments complementary information to

that obtained from the SNEAK 2C and SNEAK 6A control rod experiments (see ref. [12J and

[13J), which wereaimed at proper predictions for the control rods of the S.N.R.

VIII.1. Shut down reactivity of the various rods

The studied rods contained either diluent materials Na - Al - stainless

steel, or absorbers : B4 C Ta, and were of various sizes.

The French side was particularly interested in the consideration of fully in~

serted rods in the center of the core as a first step of comparison between measurements

and calculations.

In order to p:yeserve symmetry the upper and lower axial blankets were kept free

of diluent. In case of/absorbers, the part of the rods located in the upper blanket was
!

filled with B4C for s~fety reasons. The experimental characteristics of the rods are sum-
;

marized in the folloping table :

/
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Nature Number Cross section Loading Loading
of diluent of SNEAK of the of the part of the part

or of absorber tubes loaded rods built of the rod of the rod

crrf
located in located in

lower blanket upp e r- blanket

Na 1 29.59 U02 -Na U02-Na

Na 4 118.37 U02 -Na U02-Na

Al 4 118.37 U02 -Na U02-Na

S. Steel 4 118.37 U02-Na U02-Na

Ta 4 118.37 U02 -Na B4 C

B4 C 1 29.59 U02 -Na B4 C

B4 C 4 118.37 U02 -Na B4 C
"

The following types of loading were used :

al The sodium rod inserted in the core was made of one or four SNEAK tubes fil

led with MASURCA sodium radlets.

bl The aluminium rod was built with four SNEAK tubes in which there were alumi

nium matrices filled with aluminium rodlets.

cl The tantalum rod was built with four SNEAK tubes containing aluminium matri

ces filled with tantalum rodlets (see sketch in table G).

dl The boron carbide rads (1 or 4 SNEAK tubes) were made with SNEAK B4 C boxes.

The enrichment of B4 C was 20 '}6 in atoms of ~ 0 •

el The stainlesB steel rod was loaded with steel blocks of 2.5 cm height.

The atom densities of all the rods are given in table 5.

The reactivities were measured according to the SNEAK procedure :

for measuring small reactivities sufficient edge elements were loaded to be

as closeas possible to criticality and so that the remaining reactivity

change could be measured with the aid of calibrated shim rods;

large reactivities were measured by summing up small reactivity changes mea

Bured in the above way.

The shim rods were recalibrated each time an important number (20 or more) of

edge elements was added.

The edge elements (~-type) were added so as to keep the core shape as cylindri

cal as possible. All measured reactivities have an accuracy of approximately ! 5 '}6 on

their absolute values.
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The rods were studied from lower to higher values ofshut down reactivities,

i.e. in the following order

1 Na - 4 Na - 4 Al - 4 S. Steel - 1 B4 C - 4 Ta - 4 B4 C

This has been done in several steps which are given in table 6, where one finds

the measured reactivity in cents corresponding to each step with respect to the previous

one.

VIII.1.2. G.F.K. evaluation

The evaluation of the control rod experiments was performed with the diffusion

approximation (26 groups) in (r,z) geometry using the MOXTOT set with homogeneous cross

sections. In the calculations the shim and safety rods of SNEAK were supposed to occupY

their normal position (fuel inserted in the core) and smeared over their respective zo

nes (see "keff atom densities" in table 1).

The following table contains the steps considered in the calculations and

their respeetive calculated keff values. In addition to these keff' the delayed neutron

fraction, ßeff' was a~oo calculated for each step in order to be able to convert the

calculated reactivity b.k to cents with as realistic ße f f values as possible, and in or

der to get an information on the variation of this quantity with changing rod configura

tions and increasing core size.

Core configuration

Rod inserted

I
Number of edge

(ße f f )
at the center elements added

keif ßeffof the core to the clean 397.34-5
critical core

Clean
I

5
I 0.9914/0 399.03-5 1.004

critical core I

1 Na 5 0.9891/1 400.15-5 1.007

1 Na 19 0.9956/0 404.67-5 1.018
I

4 Na 19 I 0.9893/5 I 407.96-5 1.026, i

4 Al 19 0.9890/3 407.54-5 1.025

4 Al 25 I 0.9918/0 409.50-5 I 1.030

4 s. Steel 25 0.9908/1 409.40-5 1.030

4 s. Steel 25 0.9921/7 410.35-5 1.032
4 s. Steel 28 0.9911/4 410.62-5 1.033

with B4 C in up- ,
per blanket

4 s. Steel 31 0.9924/8 411.59-5 1.035
with B4C in up-
per blanket

1 B4C 31 0.9893/8 411.99-5 1.036

4 Ta 31 0.9777/0 416.83-5 1.049

4 Ta* 101 1.0065/9 438.78-5 1.104
4 B4C 101 0.9930/7 445.39-5 1.120

* This step was not realized in the experiment. The worth of 4 B4C elements with res
pect to 4 Ta elements was measured with subcritical method.
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From the tabulated ße f f values hereabove, one sees that ße f f does not only in

crease with the increasing number of radial core elements but also with the increasing

shut down reactivity of the central control rod, even though the first effect dominates.

The latter effect is attributed to the fact that the control rod "displaces" the flux

from the center towards the outer uranium zone. With respect to the clean critical core

the maximum increase of ßeff is about 12 %in the case of 101 .~ elements added and

4 B4 C elements at the core center.

The calculated reactivity difference between two steps, expressed in cents,

results from the difference between two keff values divided by the ße f f corresponding to

the final core type. Through combination of such reactivity differences one gets the

control rod worths which are shown in the table below. This table gives also the corres

ponding experimental results and the discrepancies E;C between calculated and measured

reactivities. The reference core is here the clean critical core with five additional

edge elements.

Type of measurement
Experimental Calculated E - C

result result --C-

1 Na -Reference core -52·3 1 -57.2 1 -8.6 %

4 Na -Reference core -197·7 1 -210.4 1 -6 %

4 Al -Reference core -210·9 1 -218.3 1 ....:3.4 %

4 SS --Reference care -234.2 1 -24-2.5 1 -3.4 %

4 SS(+) --Reference care -258.0 1 -267.6 1 -3.6 %

4 SS(+) -- 4 SS -23.8 1 -25·1 1 -5.2 %

1 B C(+) --Reference care -316.1 1 -342.8 1 -7.8 %4

1 B C(+) - 1 Na -263.8 1 -285.6 1 -7.6 %4

4 Ta" (+) -- Reference care -552·7 1 } -11·3 %

4 Ta(+)
-623.0 1

~Reference care -546.3 1 -12·3 %

4 Ta"(+) -- 4 Al -341.8 1 } -15·5 %

4 Ta(+)
-404.71-- 4 Al -335.4 1 -17·1 %

4 B C(+) -Reference care -898.4 1 -926.5 1 -3.0 %4

4 B C(+) -- 4 Na -700·7 1 -716.1 1 -2.2 %4

(+)
The part of the central rod lacated in the upper blanket is filled
wi th B4 C.

In a samewhat detailed farm the same results are repeated in table 7.

It shauld be nated that the reactivity with respect ta reference care of the

light materials such as Na, Al, S.Steel is fairly weIl calculated (to a few percent) in

comparison with SNEAK 6A. Detailed examinations showed that this improvement in theana

lytical results is due little to the transition from 4 energy-groups (6A) to 26 groups
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(6D) but rather to the presence of the axial breeder blanket over the diluent rods in

SNEAK 6D which creates a lower leakage at the position of these rods.

In SNEAK 6A an important leakage is due to the fact that the rod was filled

with diluent even in the upper axial blanket.

The numerical accuracy of the keff calculations is about 5.10-5 using the

smallest ßeff value of 399.10-5
, a maximum numerical error of ~ 2,5 i for the calculated

results is found for that source of uncertainty.

A number ofcomplementary calculations were made in order to make the compari

son possible between the SNEAK 6D results and previous results obtained onthe control

rod experiments performed in a very similar way in SNEAK 6A and SNEAK 2C (see ref. [12J.

These complementary evaluations are described in ref. [13J to which one should

therefore refer for full details.

In the following only the topics of the complementary calculations on SNEAK 6D

are briefly summarized

-- The cases studied hereabove with the 2D (r,z) model were recalculated with

the 2D (X,Y) and with the 3D (XY/Z synthesis) models.

The most typical cases of the 26 groups study were recalculated with 4
groups, with both cross section sets NAP and MOXTOT.

This allow a methodical study of

a/ the use of the (r,z), (X,Y) and (XY,Z) geometrical models;

b/ the condensation effect (from 26 groups to 4 groups).

a/ Geometrical models

The (X,Y) results are as satisfactory as it could be expected from such an approximate

model : in particular the reactivity changes with respect to the reference core due

to insertion of absorbers are weIl predicted. In the case of diluent materials (Na,

Al, S. Steel) for which the axial neutron leakage plays an important role, the (X,Y)

model is not able to reproduce correctly the experimental result, even when energy

and space-dependent buckling values extracted of (r,z) calculations are used.

The comparisonof (r,z) and (X,Y/Z) results indicates a general increase of the cal

culated reactivity change from (r,z) to (X,Y/Z) by 1 to 5 %. This discrepancy is ho

wever mostly explained by the use of only one trial function in the synthesis for sa

ving computer time. Other such comparisons, made namely in SNEAK 6A, indicate a dis-

crepancy smaller than 2 %.

b/ Condensation effect

Already investigated for SNEAK 2C (see ref. [12J). The condensation effects are again
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small, when adequate precautions concerning the condensation spectra are taken.

For SNEAK 6D,whatever the geometrical model may be,the largest effect due to conden

sation from 26 to 4 groups on reactivity changes is smaller than 3 % for the diluent

material, and smaller than 1 %for the absorbers.

VIII.1.3. Gadarache calculations

The SNEAK 6D control rod experiments were calculated with the same method that

the one used for the previous control rod experiments performed inthe R;, and ~ MASURGA

cores, though the experimentalmethod used in SNEAK differs slightly of the procedure

used in MASURCA.

In order to avoid as much as possible the inaccuracies in reactivi ty compari

sons which are due to conversion of ~k in cents, one calculates fOr each studied rod the

difference between the critical radius with the rod inserted and the critical radius of

the clean core. This calculated difference is then comparedwith the one deduced of the

experimental radii.

VIII.1.3.1. Experimental radii

In the SNEAK 6D measurements a slight correction must be applied to the ex

perimental radii obtained by cylinderisation since in each case the final adjustment to

keff = 1 was obtained by moving the shim rods.

To determine this correction one first deduces for each rod from the measu

red value 6p of an edge element in cents the ratio ~. It is possible then to transform

the reactivity of the shim rods in an equivalent radius correction.

The following table gives the radii Ro corresponding to the cylinderisation,

the correction r which has been applied to each value to take into account the insertion

of the shim rods and the final values of the critical radii. The reference core is here

the clean critical core.

Gase
Ro cm r Rex (Final value) LlRexp ={;.ex (rod)-

(cylinderised) cm cm cm (~'" (ref.)

Reference I
58.957 -0.083 58.874 0I

1 Na I 59·355 -0.072 59.283 0.409
i

1 B4 C I 61.460 -0.030 61.430 2.556

4 Na I 60.456 -0.038 60.418 1.544

4 Al 60.456 +0.090 60.546 1.672

4 SS 60.767 -0.073 60.694 1.82

4 Ta 63.496 -0.073 63.423 4.549

4 B4 C 66.538 -0.069 66.469 7·595
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VIII.1.3.2. Calculated radii

The calculated critical radii are evaluated with the diffusion approximation

(25 groups) by two dimensional calculations in (r,z) geometry with the CADARACHE cross

section set.

For each multiplying core medium the heterogeneous cross-sections were used.

The rods and the blankets were supposed to be homogeneous media, and their cross-sec

tions were weighted using a standard spectrum (see ref. [11J).

At it will be explained in more detail hereafter the transport effect is the

only correction which was brought to these calculatedcritical radii. It was assumed

here that the cylinderisation did not affect significantly the calculated results.

The following table gives the va:lues of the critical radii RD obtained for

each of the rods inserted in the core center, and the corresponding variation ~RD with

respect to the reference value of the clean critical core. One will find also the asso

ciated experimental values Rex and 6Rexp

EXPERIMENT CALCULATION

Case
(Diffusion, (R,Z))

Rex ARex RD ARD
cm cm cm cm

Ref. 58.874 0 59·2055 0
(no rod ins.)

1 Na 59.283 0.409 59.8075 0.602

1 B4 C 61.430 2.556 62.2211 3.016

4 Na
I

60.418 1.544 61.1554 1·950

4 Al 60.546 1.672 61.2587 2.053

4 55 60.694 1.820 61.3655 2.160

4 Ta 63.423 4.549 64.8079 5.602

4 B4C 66.469 7·595 67.8 8.594

To take directly into account the transport effect one would have to calcu

late the various critical radii with a two dimensional transport code,thus getting the

radius variation

where RT (rod) and RT (ref) are respectively the critical radi i calculated with each rod

and without the rod under consideration.

In fact one has calculated, in multigroup diffusion approximation
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6RT may be deduced from 6RD if one is able to evaluate :

In this last form, the transport correction which must be appliedto 6RD appears as the

difference between the transport effect in the presence of the rod: üRT(rod) and the

transport effect of the reference core : üRT(ref).

It appears reasonable that this difference is mainly due to the radial com

ponent and therefore can be calculated in one dimension. Since it is calculatedas 6k

variation, for saving computer time, it is transformed into a radius variation by use of

the following parameter :

üK/K
~ -

2 öR/R
(see ref. [11J)

which has been evaluated for each calculated critical configuration.

The following table gives the transport effects üK evaluated in each case

(8
4

) , the corrections CT to apply to the radius variations calculated with the diffusion

approximation, the corrected radius variations 6R C' and the percentage to which the

transport corrections amount

Transport CT = üRT(rod) CT
Case correction - üRT(ref) L>RC ~R6K( rod) -L>K( r e r ) D

pcm (10-5 jK/K) cm cm
Reference -clean critical - - -

1 Na -4 0.008 0.610 1.3 %

1 B4 C +9 -0.018 2.9986 0.6 %

4 Na -2 0.004 1.954 0.3 %

4 Al -1 0.002 2.055 0.1 %

4 SS +9 -0.018 2.142 0.8 %

4 Ta +21 -0.045 5.557 0.8 %

4 B4C +82 -0.18 8.414 2.1 %

One should notice that this is less than 1 %in most cases, excepted for the

1 Na rod where it is 1.3 % and for the 4 B4C rod where it is 2 %.
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VIII.1.3.3. Comparison between experimental and calculated results

A - Comparison of relatives values

The aim of this comparison is to see how the calculation estimates :

a/ the effect of increasing the rod size for a given diluent (Na)

or absorber (B4 C);

b/ the effect, for a given size (4 8NEAK tubes), of changing the

nature of the diluent or absorber.

-- Influence of therod size -

The following table gives the measured and calculated ratios of the radius varia

tions obtained for the B4C and the Na rods.

EXP. CALC.
E - C-c-

4 B4C
2.806 6 %--- 2.971

1 B4 C

4 Na
3.775 3.203 18 % I1 Na

One notices that the discrepancy between calculation 8nd experiment is particu

larly high in the case of the diluent Na.

This seems to indicate that the procedure of calculation is not weIl suited to

evaluate the diluent effect.

-.- Influence of nature of the absober (or diluent)

For a given size of the rod, here 4 8NEAK tubes, calculated and measured relative

variationsof the radius are shown in the table below. The reference choosen here is

the 4 B4 C-rod.

EXPERIMENT CALCULATION E - C
-C-

4 Na/4 B4C 0.203 0.232 -12.5 %

4 AI/4 B4C 0.220 0.244 -9.8 %

4 88/4 B4C 0.240 0.254 -5·5 %

4 Ta/4 B4C 0.599 0.660 -9.2 %

One should mention that the discrepancy between calculation and experiment for the

Na case is of the same order of magnitude as those which have been observed in si

milar cores be fore (R l - ~ built in MA8URCA). The stainless steel, whose worth
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relative to boron 8eems to be rather weIl predieted here, showed larger disere

paneies in the MASURCA eores R1 and Rz

B - Comparison of absolute values

In the following table the ealeulated variations of eritieal radii are given for

eaeh rod and are eompared with the measured ones

EXPERIMENT CALCULATION E - CRod t:.Rex p t.R C -C-
em em

1 Na 0.409 0.610 -33 %

1 B
4C 2.556 2.998 -15 %

4 Na 1.544 1.954 -24 %

4 Al I 1.672 2.055 -19 %

4 s.s. 1.820 2.142 -15 %

4 Ta 4.549 5·557 ..;.18 %

4 B
4C 7·595 8.414 -9.7 %

'I'he discrepancies observed between measured and calculate ÄR for the dHuent rods

(Na - Al - S. Steel) are of the same order of magnitude as the ones observed on

other cores of the same family. This confirms that the procedurechoosen to cal

culate these rods is not adequate.

In the ease of tantalum it appears that the discrepaney observed, whieh is elose to

the one observed on the R1 MASURCA eore, eould be due to the tantalum eross-sections.

In case of 1 B4C the ealculated value differs by 15 % from the measured one : this

is quite an unusual diserepaney which was never observed before in uranium cores.

This particular desagreement between ealeulation and experimentis nCJw under in

vestigation.

Though the analysis methods used by G.F.K. and CADARACHE are somewhat diffe

rent, some conclusions may be drawn from comparing the results given above for eaeh ana

lysis.

However, before looking at the diserepaneies E ~ C obtained at KARLSRUHE and

at CADARACHE, it is neeessary to evaluate the uneertainty whieh must be applied to eaeh
E - C--C- value to be able to draw a signifieant eonelusion from the disagreement •

In the Cadaraehe evaluation one direetly eompares measured and caleulated eri

tical radii. Uneertainties arise only from the following eorreetions whieh must be applied:
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- The experimental criticalradius has t o be corrected for the partial in

sertion of the shim rods. This correction has an uncertainty of about 15 %.
This is due to the error of ~ 5 %in reactivities measured by calibrated

rods and to the uncertainty in the worth of an edge element.

- The error in the calculated critical radius results mainly from the trans

port correction which was an uncertainty of about 25 % due to the 34 ap

proximation used and to the conversion of reactivity to radius variation

using the parameter

AK/K
~ == 2 AR/R (see ref. [11J)

The following table gives the uncertainties affecting the experimental and
E - C

calculated values and the uncertainties which must be applied to the ---C-- values.

Rod
EXPERIMENT

ARe xp
cm

CALCULATION
ART
cm

E - C %0-C-

1 Na 0.409 ~ 0.023 0.610 ~ 0.002 -33 ! 5.7

2.556 ~ 0.017 2.998 ! 0.005 -15 ~ 0.7

4 Na 1.544 ~ 0.018 1.954 ! 0.001 -24 + 1.2

Al 1.672! 0.026 2.055 ~ 0.001 -19 ~ 1.6

4 3. Steel 1.820 : 0.023 2.142 ! 0.005 -15 ~ 1.3

4 Ta 4.549 ~ 0.023 5.557 ! 0.011 -18 ~ 0.54

7.595 ! 0.02 8.414! 0.045 -9.7~ 0.6

In the G.F.K. analysis the uncertainties on the measured reactivities are

± 5 %, and the uncertainty on the calculated values is estimated to be ~ 15 %, the main

part of which is due to the uncertainty on the ße f f which is used to convert AK to cents.

This latter error should therefore be of a systematic nature, there is, it

should be of the same magnitude and direction for all reactivities measured.

from the error on the measured values. If one compares calculated
E-C

reactivities in cents, the uncertainty over --C- is mainly due to

Then if one compares calculated and measured relative values (i.e. with res

respect to a given size) the uncertaintyto a given absorber or diluent or with
E - C
---C-.- comes only

measured absoluteand

over

pect

the uncertainty applied to ßeff.

E-C
The following list gives a survey over the discrepancies -c- evaluated at

KARLSRUHE and at CADARACHE.
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(E-C) CADARACHE %
C

(E~C) KARLSRUHE %

Relative Absolute
values values

1 Na -33 + 5.7

-15 + 0.7

-8.6 ± 5

-7.8 :!: 5

-8.6 :!: 15

-7.8 :!: 15

4 Na -24 + 1.2 -6 :!: 5 -6 ± 15

4 Al

4 ss

-19 + 1.6

-15 :!: 1.3

-3.4 ! 5

-3.4 ! 5

-3.4 :!: 15

-3.4 ! 15

4 Ta -18 ! 0.5

-9.7:!: 0.6

-12.3 + 5 -12.3 + 15

-3 ! 5 -3 ! 15

The points which may be emphasized are the following :

The discrepancy between the Cadarache calculation and the experiment is

much higher than the discrepancy between the G.F.K. evaluation and the same

experiment.

It is quite worthwhile to compare relative values of meaDured and calcula

ted effects of the rods seen as a critical radius variation at Cadarache
E-C .

and as a reactivi ty change at Karlsruhe, since the unccrtainty ovo r -C- 18

then lower than the one concerning the absolute valucD. This is particularly
E-C

clear for the Cadarache discrepancies -C- whoc e uncertainties arc qu i.t o

small.

One can then notice that in each case the c a.l cuLat i.onc overesti.rnate the

rod effects on the reactivity.

For the G.F.K. results, the discrepancies lic within the error quoted, es

pecially if one considers the uncertainties duc to the ßeff consideration.

Recent investigations (see ref. [14J) show that Lhe accepted value of l3eff may

be increased by about 10 %simultaneously with a reduction to about 8 %of

its uncertainty. In this case too, the agreement between measurements and

G.F.K. calculations would still be quite satisfactory but the general ten

dancy would be then to underestimate the rod effects on reactivity.

Considering the individual configurations one may state that the effect of

Ta is strongly overestimated by calculations of both laboratories.

For B4C and Na the Cadarache calculations show an improvement of the agree

ment as one goes from 1 GO 4 elements (the latter configuration is also more

realistic with respect to power reactors).
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VIII.2. - Reaction rates in presence of rods

In the presence of four central elements filled with stainless steel and with

B4C, radial fission rate measurements U 235 - U 238 - Pu 239 were performed with the

SNEAK fission chambers (2.4 cm length, 6 mm diameter) in the ZlMASURCA zone with a pre

cision of 3 %0 for each point.

The U 2~j and U 238 relative fission rates within the 4 B4C and S.Steel rods them

selves and the relative capture rates of U 238 through rods and fuel zone were measured with

foils with aprecision of 5 %. The measurements were made in the core mid-plane.

The main goal of these measur-e.nent s was to check how the calculation evaluates

the radial power distribution in the presence of arod.

The measured rates, normalized to a value outside the rod about 8.5 cm off cen

ter are indicated by crosses in Fig. 28, 29, 30.

The horizontal length of the bars corresponds to the length of the chamber res

ponse or to the size of the foil while the length of the vertical bar shows the experi

mental error.

The solid curves represent the s8 corrected rates per atom which were calcula

ted in (X,Y) geometry using composition-dependent bucklings in 26 groups. The normaliza

tion point for the calculated rates is shifted by about 0.5 cm to the right with respect

to the normalization point of the experimental results.

The good agreement between calculation and experiment inside the control rods

was brought above by the S8 correction. This correction is negligible outside the rod.

In the calculational model 10
16

at.!cm3 of U235 ana U238 were added to the compositions

of the control rods to calculate therates. This corresponds essentially to infinite dilu

tion or negligible self-shielding which is a reasonable assumption, except for the U 238

capture rate in steel where the self-protection of the foil cannot be neglected. On can

account approximately for the real self-proteetion o f'. the foil by introducing for U 238

in steel an atom-density N~ which is defined in the following way

1 L: t
2 d • Ng N'

g

where d is the thickness of the foil

Ng is the atom density of U 238 in the foil

L:t/is the total cross-section of steel.

With this atom-density one achieves a rather good agreement between the cal

culated and measured U 238 capture-rate traverse inside the steel rod. Due to the diffe

rent self-shielding factors of the rod and of the Zl MASURCA zone there appears a discon

tinuity in the calculated U 238 capture rate traverse at the surface cf the rod.
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The radial traverses for U 235 (fission) and U 238 (fission and capture) in

the presence of the 4 B4C rod show a minimum in the center of the rod which lies about

30-40 %below the maximum ofeach respective traverse in the Zl MASURCA zone. With a cen

tral steel rod the U 238 capture and U 235 fission traverses increase towards the rod

center while the U 238 fission traverse is depressed by 40 %with respect to its maximum.

The Cadarache analysis was performed from two different points of view for the

4 B
4C

and 4 S.Steel rods :.

a/ comparison of the calculated and measured spectral index distributions for

0
f 8/0f 5

and 0f g/0f 5 : this gives an insight into the spectrum perturbation

due to the studied central rods;

b/ comparison of the calculated and measured relative reaction rate distribu

tions with respect to the clean criticalcore, to get an information on the

power distribution perturbation due to the presence of rods.

One finds the calculated and measured fission spectral indices in Fig. 31 and 32.

The experimental indices are given with aprecision of 1,5 %.

The calculated indices were obtained in multi-group diffusion approximation (25 gro~)

in (r,z) geometry using heterogeneous cross-sections in the Zl MASURCA zone and homo

geneous cross-sections for the rods. In the rods the self-shielding of the foils was

taken into account.

B4C rod - On can observe that the spectral indices - calculated as weIl as measured 

have a constant value from approximately the middle of the Zl M zone (see

Fig. 31).

In the rod the calculation overestimates slightly the spectral index 0
f 8/0f 5

(by about 3 %).

Outside the rod the calculation underestimates the spectral index 0
f 8/0f 5

by approximately 8 % and the spectral index 0 f g/0f 5
by 1 %.

Stainless steel rod (Fig. 32) - The spectrum perturbation due to the rod extends

throught the whole ; M region.

In this case the 0
f 8

/ 0
f 5

index is also overestimated in the rod, by about

8-9 %, and underestimated in the Zl M region by 10 %.

The spectral index (Jfg /0
f 5

is underestimated in the Zl M region by the cal

culation by about 1 %.
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b/ Reaction rate traverses

To get an estimate of the flux perturbation due to the rods, one compares the rela-

tive experimental and calculated radial traverses: Ts := z, Gf s ' <p(r) ~, Ts := <. Gf s ' (i(r»,

and Tg := < G
f g

, <p(r) > of the clean critical core and of the core with the cen-

tral rod inserted. All the traverses are normalized in a point located at 21 cm from

the core center (where the spectrum perturbation due to the rod has practically va

nished).

The rod effect is characterized for each fission rate traverse by the ratio

Ts (rod) - Ts (ref)

Ts (z-e f )

Ts (rod) - Ts (ref)

Ts (z-e f )

Tg (rod) - Tg (ref)

Tg (a-e f )

The measured and calculated spatial variation of these quantities are plotted on the

Fig. 33, 34, 35, where one can observe the following points

- B4 C rod - The flux is strongly depressed at the center of the rod : one can notice

a decrease of approximately 40 %for the U 235 fission, and 50 %for the

U 238 fission. Although the rod effect on the Zl MASURCA spectrum has

vanished at the normalization point (Fig. 31), this is not true for the

flux perturbation which extends much further into the core.

This is not surprising if one remembers that the reactivity variation

due to the rod is close to 4 000 pcm (i.e. 9 $) according to the G.F.K.

evaluation.

In order to get a good comparison with the unperturbated case it would

have been necessary to measure the fission rate distribution over the

whole radius of the assembly.

The agreement between calculation and experiment is rather good for the

U 235 and Pu 239 traverses and this confirms the previous results obtai

ned on the ~ MASURCA core. On the other hand, the calculation)und~res-
Ts (rod -Ts \.ref)

timates strongly the high energy flux perturbation (see T
s

(ref)

Fig. 33) : there is a factor 1.6 at the center of the rod between the

experimental and calculated flux depression.

-- Stainless steel rod - The flux perturbation due to the rod has practically vani~d

at the middle of the ~ MASURCA zone for the U 235 and Pu 239 traverses,

but the high energy flux perturbation extends further (see :
T (rod)-T (ref)

s s. on Fig. 33) though it is much less important than in the
Ts (z-e f )

case of the B4C rod. This is closely related to the fact that the rod

effect on the reactivity (approximately 950 pcm or 2 $) is much lower

than the one due to the B4C rod.

Ts (rod)-rr (ref)
In this case the perturbation In i ~ ( is not so well predicted

J: s \ r-e r I

by the calculation : this may be partly attributed to the slowing down
of neutrons in the steel.
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Ts(rod) - Ts(ref)
As to the ratio Ts(ref) , one observes that it is overestimated

by the calculations, but the discrepancy between calculation and experi

ment is nevertheless much lower that with the absorber rod (approximately

12 %at the center of the rod).
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CONCLUSION

The close cooperation in fast reactor physics between the laboratories in KARLS

RUHE (I.A.R./SNEAK) and CADARACHE (D.P.R.M.A./S.E.C.P.R.), which was started in 1969 with

the SNEAK 2A and 2C experiments, was extended to include the study of the Zl MASURCA zone

built in the SNEAK 6D assembly. This cooperation made the building of a core including

approximately 350 kg of plutonium possible (125 kg of MASURCA Pu, 220 kg of SNEAK Pu).

This allowed very useful comparisons concerning the experimental technics as

well as the interpretation of the results.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNICS

The common experimental work which was performed by both teams allowed to com

pare and eventually to check somG experimental technics in particular :

- proton recoil spectra measurements;

fission chamber calibration.

In other cases the cooperation led to the performance of experiments with tech

nical contributions of both laboratories : the ~ measurements were performed by physi

cists of both teams according to the procedure developped at Cadarache.

For the spectral index measurements the foil detectors were counted in both

places (Karlsruhe and Cadarache), a calibration of the U 238 capture - and Pu 239 fission

rate was performed in the thermal column of HARMONIE.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The experimental program of SNEAK 6D had two main goals

a/ to study a number of fundamental cell-parameters in order to check the cross-section

sets used in both places. These parameters were

- the spectra measured with the proton recoil technic;

- B~ as derived from rate traverses;

The agreement of the measured proton recoil spectra with calculation shows an impro

vement with respect to previous cores using the same diluent (Na). There remains a

underestimate of the spectrum between 70 and 180 keV and an overestimate between 15

and 70 keV.
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The ~ values obtained with the MOXTOT and the CADARACHE sets are in good agreement

( E-C E-C %)with the experimental result Karlsruhe : -c- = 0.9 %, Cadarache --C- = 3.1 ~ •

The analysis of the indices gives more detailed information on the characteristics of

the sets : the U 238 fission index is underestimated by both sets (by 13 %with MOX

TOT, by 6.5 %with the CADARACHE set).

( E- C 8If the Pu 239 fission index is rather well predicted by the CADARACHE set -c-=0. %),

it is underestimated by MOXTOT (E;C = 9 %). As to the U 238 capture index, well eva

luated at Cadarache (E;C = -0.1 %), it is slightly overestimated by MOXTOT (E;C =
- 1,2 %).

These results indicate that the breeding ratio would not be well predicted with the

present values of Gc (U 238) and G
f

(Pu 239) of the MOXTOT set. Recent efforts to ob

tain more satisfactory results comprise an improved experimental program in a Pu-core

(SNEAK 9 B) and the introduction of the new G.F.K. cross section set KFK-INR.

b/ to study some project-parameters, in order to complement previous studies on other

cores at SNEAK (SNEAK 2A, 2C, 6A, 6B) or at MASURCA (Rl - R2 - Z2).

These project parameters which should give useful information for the SNR and the

PHENIX projects are :

criticali ty

axial power distribution

sodium-void

y-heating

worths of control rods and their influence on the power

distribution.

In spite of some discrepancies in the correction terms calculated at Karlsruhe and

Cadarache, the critical mass is well predicted by the MOXTOT and the CADARACHE sets.

The discrepancy between the experimental and calculated keff values is about 160 pcm

(i.e. 25 cents). From this one may deduce that the sets are rather well suited for

criticality calculations for this type of core.

The axial power distribution is well predicted by the calculations of the two teams.

This holds also at the core-blanket interface : on the core side of the interface,

MOXTOT and the CADARACHE set yield a slight overestimation (1.3 % and 1.9 %) of the

power; on the blanket side one observes a more important underestimation (4 %) with

the CADARACHE set than with MOXTOT (0.6 %).

The sodium void effect is well predicted by the G.F.K. procedure : the mean discre

pancy E;C between calculation and measurement is 10 %, but there is no systematic over

or underestimate of the calculation. The procedure of calculating the sodium void

effect has to b e improved by the use of the REMO correction (see ref [2 J) which was

not included here.
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The French predictions with the reference method defined in seciion VI.3 (including

systematically a correction equivalent to the REMO one) are rather far from the mea-
E-C 4 %sured results : the mean value of the discrepancy -c- is about 0 %. The G.F.K. pro-

cedure is now under study at Cadarache.

The y-heating was analyzed only in Karlsruhe till now. But these measurements will

also be analyzed in Cadarache. In fact systematic studies will be performed in the next

MASURCA cores.

The analysis of the control rod reactivities was performed on both sides under a sli

ghtly different point of view.

The G.F.K. analysis only considers reactivity changes using a calculaied ße f f value

to convert the lIk/k valuesinto cents.

The Cadarache analysis studies mainly the critical radius variations.

The G.F.K. calculated results are in a rather good agreement (between 3 %and 12 %)
with the experimental worths, but there is an important uncertainty (15 %) due to the

use of ßeff"

The Cadarache calculated results are rather far from the experimental values (between

10 % and 33 %), with a low uncertainty which makes the discrepancies significant.

Nevertheless some common conclusions arise from the results

The tantalum capture cross-sections seem to be too large in both sets.

- The worth of diluent rods is not well predicted by either set. The CADARACHE set

yields discrepancies between 24 %and 33 %, for the MOXTOT set they are 6 %to 9 %.
Considering the fact that the diluent rods (at least Na and Al) are similar to a

voided core region, where streaming effect occurs,one has to investigate if the

calculational procedures used are really weIL adaptated to the situation.

Further conclusions which concern the influence of the fuel geometry Cu - Pu 

Fe rodlets in SNEAK 6D and Pu02 - U0
2

platelets in SNEAK 6A and 6B) on similar measure

ments are given in ref. [1J.

The present report represents an attempt to write for the first time a common

report by two teams from laboratories of differentcountries which have jointly investi

gated a fast critical assembly. It turned out that certain evaluation procedures were

identical and so provided a useful mutual check. On the other side, some evaluation me

thods were different and no attempt was made to come to an agreement to use a particular

methode In such cases the results of both methods are quoted and the methods are explai

ned as weIL as possible. The authors hope that in this way also the second goal of this

common report could be reached : a better understanding of each other's method which

could be the base for further improved cooperation of the French and German teams.

Manuscript received on august 1s t 1972.
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TABLE 1

ATOM-DENSITIES (x 10-24) FOR THE CLEAN CRITICAL CORE SNEAK 6D

Nuclide
Z1. MASURCA Zone Z1. SNEAK Zone R1. SNEAK Zone

(Z1-M) (Z1-A) (lS )

for keff
d~ll-composition

for keff cell-
cell-composition

calculations calculations composition

U 235 1,6035. 10-5 1,9602.10-4 4" 63 72 • 10-5 1,8789.10-.3 1,8774.10-3

U 238 5, 9296.10-3 6 , 8440. 10-3 i/ 6,7860.10-3 6,5990.10-3 6,5159. 10-3

Pu 239 1 ,2104.10-3 1, 111 8 • 10-.3 I 1,2107.10-3 - -
; lii

Pu 240 1,1163.10-4 9,9875.10-5 1,0876.10-4 - -

Pu 241 1,0588.10-5 9, 0765. 10L.<o 9,8839. 10-6 - -

Pu 242 1,3180.10-6 4,5617.10-7 4,9675.10-7 - -

Fe 1,2550.10-2 1,1830.10-2 1 , 1908. 10-2 1,2171.10-2 1,2386.10-2

Cr 3,4421.10-3 3,2289.10-3 3,;2283.10-3 3,6293.10-3 3,6953.10-3

Ni 1,7644.10-3 2,2252.10-3 a, 2762. 10-.3 1 ,8957.10-3 1,9210.10-3

Al - 5,0112.10-4 5,3316.10-6 8,5241.10-3 ..8,5301.10-3

0 1,1599.10-2 1 , 1796.10-2 1,1995. 10-2 5,2213.10-3 4,8412.10-.3

C - 2,0976.10-4 4,9208.10-5 G, 1682. 10-3 Q,5227. 10-3 ..
--.

Na 8,8568.10-3 8,1066.10-3 8, 4797.10-.3 2,8635.10-3 2,7703.10-3

Si 4,5325.10-5 1,5289.10-4 1,5271.10-4 2,0091.10-4 2,0510.10-4

Ti - 1,2332.10-5 9,2277. 10-6 4,0261 .10-5 4,0300.10-5

Note - In this table, Mn has been assimilated to Cr

Co has been assimilated to Ni

Mg has been assimilated to Al.
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TABLE 2

ATOM DENSITIES (x 10-2 4 ) FOR THE CLEAN CRITICAL CORE SNEAK 6D

Axial breeder Axial breeder Axial alternate Radial

Nuclide
blanket blanket blanket blanket

with MASURCA with SNEAK
rodlets platelets

U 235 3,6499.10-5 4,9864.10-5 5,4978.10-5 1,6245.10-4

U 238 8,4912.10-3 6,8744.10-3 8 , 461 7 • 10-3 3, 9940.10-2

Fe 9,2575.10-3 8,9830.10-3 1,0191.10-2 1,6132.10-2

Cr 2 , 61 94 • 10-3 2,6636.10-3 3,0584.10-3 4,8788.10-4

Ni 1,2729.10-3 1,4252.10-3 1 , 4466 • 10-3 6,4568.10-4

Al - 3,3669.10-3 1 ,2107.10-2 3,0755.10-3

I0 1,7055.10-2 1,3698.10-2 1,3079.10-2 ~I

C 1,356 .10-5 4,6274.10-5 4,3201.10-5 5,5316.10-€

Na 8,8568.10-3 6,1963.10-3 - -

Si 4,5330.10-5 1,4829.10-4 2,3259.10-4 2,5295.10-5

Ti - 2,7149.10-6 2,3240.10-6 3 , 4640.10-7

Note In this table, Mn has been assimilated to Cr

Co has been assimilated to Ni

Mg has been assimilated to Al.
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TABLE 3

EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED SPECTRA (KARLSRUHE)
(~. group fluxes, calculated spectra normalized to experiment between 1,4 - 0,1 MeV)

~

CALCULATION CALCULATION

Core
1 Dirn. , PI , 208 gr 1 Dirn. , Diff, 26 gr

Configuration Ei EXPERIMENT MOXTOT (+ HEMO)
CALC. CALC.MeV ~i EXP. cj;.

~~

1,4 - 0,8 1,03 0,854 0,829 0,89 0,864

1
0,8 - 0,4 1,86 1,753 0,942 1,59 0,855

0,4 - 0,2 1,93 2,065 1,070 2,18 1,129
Large core

0,2 - 0,1 I 1,89 2,045 1,082 2,04 1,079

Shut down ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
0,1 - 0,0465 1,52 1,642 1,080 1,73 1,138

0,0465 - 0,0215 0,80 1,170 1,462 1,24 1,55

0,0215 - 0,010 - 0,703 - 0,76 -

1,4 - 0,8 1,34 1,173 0,875

3
0,8 - 0,4 2,53 2,38 0,94

0,4 - 0,2 2,69 2,82 1,05
Srnall core

~.?~____ :_~.?2 ___ ___ ~.?§2___ ---~!.~~--- ___ 2.?9§ ___ ---------- ----------
Shim rods 0,1 - 0,0465 2,27 2,28 1,00

in 0,0465 - 0,0215 1,67 1,65 0,99

0,0215 - 0,010 0,98 1,00 1,02

4 1,4 - 0,8 0,886 0,775 0,875

Small core 0,8 - 0,4 1,66 1,568 0,945

9 shirn rods 0,4 - 0,2 1,71 1,822 1,065

out ~.?~____:_~.?2 ___ ___ 2!.Z~ ___ ___2.?Z22 __ ___ 2.?~2~ __ ---------- ----------
(B4 C in 0,1 - 0,0465 1,43 1,433 1,002

the core) 0,0465 - 0,0215 1,02 1,016 0,996

0,0215 - 0,010 0,63 0,607 0,964

1,4 - 0,8 0,66 0,66 1 ,00
4/3 0,8 0,4 0,66 0,66 ',00-

Small core 0,4 0,2 I 0,635 0,65 1,024(S .R. out) -
Small core ~1.~____:_~!.2___ ---~.?§~--- ___ ~.?§~2 __ ___~!.22~ __ ---------- ----------
(S .R. in) 0,1 - 0,0465 0,63 0,63 1,00

0,0465 - 0,0215 0,61 0,62 1,016

0,0215 - 0,010 0,64 0,61 0,953

1,4 - 0,8 0,77 0,73 0,948
1/3 0,8 0,4 0,735 0,74 1,007-

Large core 0,4 0,2 0,72 0,73 1,014
(shut down) -
Srnall core ~.!.~__ --:-~.!.2-_- ___ ~.?Z2 ___ ___ ~.?Z~___ ___2.?~~~ __ ---------- ----------
(S .R. in) 0,1 - 0,0465 0,72

r'\ r\ I, r: r- 0,0215 0,7
'

I
v,v'-to.? -
0,0215 - 0,010 0,7°
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TABLE 4

SNEAK 6D SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS

CADARACHE KARLSRUHE KARLSRUHE
Energy Measurements Measurements Karlsruhe- Measurements tl.arls,( correctecJ)
Range Configuration Configuration Cadarache corrected for - Cadarache

2 3 Karlsruhe the keff Karlsruhe
MeV (keff # 0,98) (keff #" 0,95) variation (corrected)

1,35 -0,82 8,33 8,54 +2,2 % 8,16 -2,1 %

0,82 -0,498 13,01 13,15 +1,1 % 12,95 -0,5 %

0,498 -0,302 11,92 12,93 +7,7 % 12,72 +6,3 %

0,302 -0,183 14,54 14,57 +0,2 % 14,38 -1,1 %

0,183 -0,111 15,59 14,48 -7,7 % 14,54 -7,2 %

0,111 -0,0674 12,72 11,98 -6,2 % 12,15 -4,8 %

0,0674-0,0409 9,55 9,82 +2,8 % 10,02 +4,7 %

0,0409-0,0248 7,74 8,63 +10 % 8,91 +13,1 %

0,0248-0,015 6,60 5,90 -11,8 % 6,16 -6,8 %

All fluxes correspond to 100 neutrons between 15 keV and 1,35 MeV.
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TABLE 5

ATOM DENSITIES (x 10-24) FOR THE SNEAK 6D CONTROL RODS

MASURCA
B4 C - rod Ta - rod Al - rod SS - rod

Na - rod

Al 0.0504-2 2.5868-2 4.3865-2 - -

C 1.2096-2 0.0029-2 0.0029-2 2.023152-4 1.356164-5

Cr 0.2552..,2 0·3505-2 0.3505-2 1.635943-2 2.366883-3

Fe 0.8293-2 1.1789-2 1.1789-2 5.535268-2 8.316323-3

Na - - - - 1.771355-2
...

Ni 0.1176-2 0.1633-2 0.1633-2 7.57888 -3 1.148239-3

Si 0.0172-2 0.0365-2
,

6.323868-4 4.532545-50.0505-2

Ti - 0.0117-2 0.0167-2 2.839825-4 -

B 10 0.9449-2 - - - -

B 11 3.8762-2 - - - -

Ta - 1.6537-2 I - - -

Note In this table Mn has been assimilated tu CI'

Co has been assimilated to Ni

Mg has been assimilated to Al.
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TABLE 6

GONTROL ROD EXPERIMENTS : REAGTIVITY GHANGES MEASURED

Rod inserted Reactivity change with respect
Gare configuration at the to the precedent configuration

core center in cents

1. Clean critical core + 5 Edge - 0.0
elemenU

2. 11 + 5 E.E. 1 Na -52·3

3. 11 + 19 E.E. 1 Na +139.8

4. 11 + 19 E.E. 4 Na -145.4

5. 11 + 21 E.E. 4 Na +16.1

6. 11 + 19 E.E. 4 Na -16.0

7· 11 + 19 E.E. 4 Al -13.2

8. 11 + 25 E.E. 4 Al +56.6
'.

9. 11 + 25 E.E. 3 Al + 1 SS -5.
".

10~
<11 + 25 E.E. 4 SS -17.6

11 • 11 + 23 E.E. 4 SS -16.3

12. 11 + 28 E.E. 4 ss +40.9

13. 11 + 28 E.E. 4 SS(+) -23.8

14. 11 + 26 E.E. 4 SS(+) -15.3

15. 11 + 31 E.E. 4 SS(+) +42.8

16. 11 + 31 E.E. 3 SS(+)+1 B C(+) _220.3(subcritical
4 measurement)

17· 11 + 31 E.E. 1 B C(+) +162.2
.'

4

18. 11 + 32 E.E. 1 B C(+) +8.84

19· 11 + 32 E.E~ 4 Ta(+) -230.2

20. 11 + 52 E.E~ 4 Ta(+) +181.7

21. 11 + 57 E.E. 4 Ta(+) +44.9

22. 11 + 59 E.E. 4 Ta(+) +17·0

23. 11 + 59 E.E. 4 Ta ll(+) -6.4

24. 11 + 60 E.E. 4 Tal! (+) +6.0

25. 11 + 61 E.E. 4 Ta" (+) +6.8

26. 11 + 59 E.E. 4 Ta"(+) -12·7

27· 11 + 60 E.E. 4 Ta ll(+) +8.1

,

.../ ...
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TABLE 6 (continued)

Rod inserted Reactivity change with respect
Core configuration at the to the precedent configuration

core center in cents

28. Clean critical core + 61 E.E. 4 Ta" (+) +7.6
.

29· " + 62 E.E. 4 Ta"(+) +7.6

30. " + 62 E.E. 4 B C(+) ...345.7 (subcritical
4

C' measurement)

31- " +101 E.E. 4 B C(+) +342.94

32. " +102 E.E. 4 B C(+) +5.24

Note a) + 5 E.E. means, for example, that 5 Edge Elements were added to the clean

6fitical core configuration.

b) 4 s.s. mean, for example, that the four central elements of the Z1 MASURCA

zonewere filled wi th stainless steel blocks over the total core height.

c) 4 Ta(+) means, for example, that the four central elements of the Z1

MASURCA zone were filled with the tantalum rodlets inserted in aluminium

matrices over the total core height. The part of these tubes correspon

ding to the uppe r blanket was filled with B4 c.

d) 4 Ta and 4 Ta" elements have the same homogeneous atomdensities, but cor

respond to two different cells as shown in the following figure :

/Ta Al

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0

4 Ta"

0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0
4 Ta
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TABLE 7

CONTROL ROD EXPERIMENTS
COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND CALCULATED REACTIVITY CHANGES

Experiment Calculatian
Type af measurement Reactivity change Reactivity change C/E

- in cents in cents

1 Na - Reference care -52·3 -57·2 1.09

4 Na - 1 Na -145.4 -153·2 1.05

4 Na - Reference care -197·7 -210.4 1.06

4 Al - 4 Na -13.2 -7·9 0.59

4 Al - Reference core -210·9 -218.3 1.03

4 S8 - 4 Al -23·3 -24.2 1.03

4 8S - Reference care -234.2 -242.5 1.03

4 8S(+) ~ Reference care -258.0 -267·6 1.03

4 8S(+) 4
~

-23.8- S8 -25.1 1.05

1 B
4

C(+) -- 4 88(+) -58.1 -75.2 1.29

1 B
4

C(+) --- Reference care -316.1 -342.8 1.08

1 B C(+) - 1 Na -263.8 -285.6 1.084i
," ~

4 Ta (+) --'----- 1 B C(+) -230.2 -280.2 1.214

4Ta(+) - Reference core -546.3 -623.0 1.14

4 Ta"(+) - 4 Ta (+) -6.4 - -
4 Ta ll(+) - Reference core -552.7 -623.0 1.12

4 Ta"(+) - 4 Al -341.8 -404·7 1.18

4 Ta (+) - 4 Al -335.4 -404·7 1.20

4 B C(+) - 4 Ta li(+) -345.7 - 303·5 0.874

4 B C(+) - 4 Ta (+) -352.1 -303.5 0.864

4 B C(+) - Reference core -898.4 -926.5 1.034

4 B C(+) - 4 Na -700.7 -716.1 1.024
,

Note The Reference core is here the clean critical care with five additional

edge element s ,

(+) The part of the central rod located in the upper blanket in filled
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Pu 240
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